
NOT A LOT, ROBOT!
MARIE POWELL

WE ARE IN A BOOK
MO WILLEMS

WHAT IS CHASING DUCK?
JAN THOMAS

Young readers meet a girl and her 
robot Dot who like to do a lot, while 
learning words in the -ot word 
family.

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. 
Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald 
can. Gerald and Piggie are best 
friends. In We Are in a Book! Gerald 
and Piggie discover the joy of being 
read. But what will happen when 
the book ends?

GREAT BOOKS 
FOR NEW 
READERS
Titles for children 
learning to read

Duck's imagination gets the best of 
him when he asks his critter 
companions for help escaping a 
mysterious pursuer.



When Buzz, his parents, and his pet 
fly go on a road trip and get lost, Fly
Guy comes to the rescue to help 
them find their way home.

Rocket is ready to find new words 
for his word tree. He finds a leaf, a 
hat, and a star. But when he finds a 
red boot, he doesn’t want to let it 
go.

In this story for beginning readers, 
a dog has a fun-filled day at the dog 
park. Cartoon-style illustrations 
accompany the simple text, adding 
plenty of visual humour. 

Simple rhyming text introduces a 
guppy with some unusual interests 
like shopping, mopping, and playing 
the guitar.

What happens when the book gets 
it wrong? Max is not a cat-- Max is a 
dog! But much to his dismay, this 
book keeps instructing readers to 
"see the cat." How can Max get 
through to the book that he is a 
dog?

Big Dog and Little Dog are hungry! 
And as any good dog knows, friends 
who chow down together nap 
together.

FLY HIGH, FLY GUY!
TEDD ARNOLD

DROP IT, ROCKET!
TAD HILLS

SEE ME RUN
PAUL MEISEL

GRAN ON A FAN
KEVIN BOLGER

SEE THE CAT: THREE STORIES ABOUT A
DOG
DAVID LaROCHELLE

BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG
DAV PILKEY

GUPPY UP!
JONATHAN FENSKE

Gran on a Fan is a collection of zany 
cartoons carefully designed to 
teach all five short vowel sounds. 
Perfect for learning to decode 
words. 

WE ARE GROWING
LAURIE KELLER

GO, OTTO, GO!
DAVID MILGRIM

Walt is not the tallest or the curliest 
or even the crunchiest. A 
confounded blade of grass 
searches for his 'est' in this story 
about growing up.

Otto the robot builds a spaceship to 
take him home. This fun story has 
bright illustrations and minimal text 
for the true emergent reader.


